Academics

Bachelor of Arts (BA)
Bachelor of Science (BS)
Additional Major
Minor in Economics

Foundational classes in micro, macro, and econometrics set the stage for electives in areas like Health and Welfare, International Trade and Finance, Monetary Theory, Government Expenditures and Taxation, Law and Economics, and Game Theory.

Extracurricular

Economics Scholars
This program provides opportunities for educational and career enhancement for selected high-performing economics majors, including trips to Chicago and Detroit, faculty mentoring, and small group meetings with alumni.

MSU Student Economics Association
MSSEA sponsors activities to promote professional development, networking, faculty interaction, and social events for students interested in economics.

Fed Challenge
Students study the U.S. Economy through the lens of the U.S. Central Bank. Research, analyze, and make suggestions regarding monetary policy in preparation for a collegiate competition at the Chicago Fed.

Women and Minorities in Economics
WAMIE seeks to promote diversity in economics by challenging misconceptions about who economists are. Students learn about the wide variety of opportunities and issues in the field that might be especially interesting to women and minorities.

For More Info
Contact advising@econ.msu.edu OR Schedule an appointment with an advisor here: https://msu.campus.eab.com
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